
Well, it certainly has been a turbulent week 
weather wise and we have had a very wet 
and windy few days! No surprise that we 
have chosen 'weather' to be our sign of the 
week! 
 
Naturally this has caused some disruption 
on the roads in the mornings but our pupils 

have managed this really well and shown us yet again 
that they are building their resilience to different situations 
e.g. their taxi being caught in traffic or being a little bit late 
to school! 
 
It has been a busy week at the secondary school and 
pupils in each class continue to work hard and I only have 
to look at Classdojo to see how well the pupils are 
engaging with their lessons and making progress in 
learning new skills. 
 
Once a week we hold an 'activity' afternoon and run a 
range of different experiences. Activities such as tennis, 
art and music are available and our pupils are able to 
make choices about which ones they would like to try. It 
is so important for our pupils to participate in a range or 
enriching and varied experiences in order to learn what 
they like, and just as importantly, what they don't like. 
 
These activities promote essential skills in communication 
(making choices, talking and listening with different 
friends), personal and social development (building 
confidence and developing relationships) and learning to 
generalise their independent skills to different places and 
different people - all hugely important for their future 
lives!  
 
The rain looks set to stay for the next few days but I hope 
you all have a lovely weekend. 
 

Karen 
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Class 8 

Weather  
Check out a demonstration on Class Dojo 

SIGN OF THE WEEK 

Class 2 

This week Class 8 have been learning about Bonfire Night.  We 
watched a video to learn about keeping ourselves safe on bonfire night. 
After we watched the video, we completed an activity on what we should 
and shouldn't do at bonfire night to keep ourselves and others safe. We 
enjoyed using the magic carpet and the magic mirror in the discovery to 
explore fire and fireworks. We then created some fireworks of our own 
in tuff tray filled with salt, creating different patterns. We will continue to 
explore bonfire night by creating some lovely art work that we can     
display in our classroom.  
We have also enjoyed either taking part in music or PE with class 5. 
Half the class developed their ball skills in the hall and the other half 
learnt about body percussion and creating music that way. We then as a 
class listened to different genres of music to see what we liked.  Well 
done class 8 to a great start to the term. 

Class 2 have been working on their communication and increasing their 
independence. Anna and VV are focussing on activities independently 
for a short time.  Alex and Bella asking for the ingredients they want to 
put in their cakes. Charlie is using symbols to talk with staff about what 
he can see. Caleb and Annabel are increasing independence in food 
tech.  

SMSC Cultural: participate in cultural opportunities  



 
  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FE Dept. 

FE STUDENT OF THE WEEK 

FE 1 

SECONDARY PUPIL OF THE WEEK 

We celebrated Halloween this week at FE. On Tuesday      

afternoon, our usual Health and Wellbeing activities took a 

spooky turn. There were plenty of activities for the students to 

choose from, including a Halloween disco, decorating cakes 

and biscuits, making potions and broomsticks, and karaoke. 

Not only was this a lot of fun, but it was a perfect opportunity 

for the students to continue developing their social                

communication across the department.  

The Great FE Halloween Bake-Off 

As voted for by the Student Council, FE will also be hosting a 

Halloween bake-off competition on Friday  afternoon.  

There will be prizes for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place with winners   

announced next week.  

Good luck, everyone!  

 

It is really important that lessons are engaging and accessible 

for all students, and one way we have been promoting this in 

FE1 is by using the online resource whiteboard.fi. We used it to 

play a round of Halloween Pictionary this week. Students used 

iPads to access their own online whiteboard on which to draw 

their pictures, these were then displayed on the main         

classroom board for everyone to see and guess what they 

were!    

HC FE Winter Wonderland Meal  - Weds 23rd Nov     

Inset Day  - Mon 28th Nov                                             

HC SEC Xmas Lunch Jumper Day  - Thurs 15th Dec                 

Last day of Term 2 - Fri 16th Dec     

 * * *  

Inset Day - Tues 3rd Jan 2023                                   

First Day of Term 3  - Weds 4th Jan 2023  

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY  

SMSC Cultural: participate in cultural opportunities 
Lazer Awards Enty Level 2: Using ICT Skills in preparation for the 

workplace 


